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Item 1. Presentation to the Steering Committee

Mr. Marrack Goulding briefed the Committee on the study he is preparing for the
Secretary-General on practical measures to enhance the Secretary-General's effectiveness
in fulfilling his mandates in the field of peace and security. He described the structure of
the report and, among other things, referred to the main elements of his approach and the
main recommendations he planned to make.

The Chairman expressed his gratitude for the preview given by Mr. Goulding
which enabled the Steering Committee to be apprised of his thinking and, in turn, ensure
consistency in the recommendations that would be forwarded to the Secretary-General for
the Track II report.

Subsequent to the meeting, Mr. Goulding made available to Mr. Strong a note
reflecting his presentation to the Steering Committee, copy of which is attached to the _
present note.

Item 2. Track II measures

The Chairman drew the attention of the Committee to the letter from the
Secretary-General to the President of the General Assembly contained in document



A/51/239 wherein the Secretary-General expressed his intention to present his report
personally to the Assembly and proposed the inclusion of an additional item in the agenda
of the fifty-first session under which he would present the document.

The Chairman referred to the series of structured consultations the Secretary-
General wanted to hold with the Steering Committee and the Executive Committees.
Copies of the draft table of contents of the report of the Secretary-General were
distributed to all present. In connection with the meeting of the Steering Committee and
the Secretary-General on 9 June, the Chairman pointed out that it would not entail a
comprehensive review, but rather that it would focus on highlighting the key issues to be
contained in the report and the major areas of concern. It would not be a decision-making
meeting.

The state of preparation of the report was discussed. The draft text would be made
available to members of the Steering Committee after the various consultations with the
Secretary-General had taken place. Mr. Strong emphasized that this would be the first
time a Secretary-General would be issuing a comprehensive report of this nature,
inclusive of a timetable for action. It would be a document in which the Secretary-
General could indicate those areas where additional work may be required and which
items should be looked into. The Chairman informed the meeting that the Reform Office
would also be preparing an internal implementation report in line with the
recommendations of the Secretary-General. Two processes would be involved: the
intergovernmental one (General Assembly) and the "in-house" one, with each responsible
United Nations entity starting the implementation process required. The Secretary-
General would need to decide on the monitoring and oversight process.

The need to calculate with the Secretary-General the amount of resistance he may
face was underscored by Mr. Prendergast. The Secretary-General would need to take a
conscious decision on controversial elements. The importance 01 building a hospitable
climate for the report was mentioned by some members. In terms of consultations, the
opportunity presented by the special session of the General Assembly for the Secretary-
General to hold high-level discussions was raised, as was the willingness of the Carlsson
Group to access heads of government to ensure that the Secretary-General's proposals be
taken seriously and at the highest levels (Mr. Strong). The importance of dealing with
leading editors was mentioned (Mr. Eisele). The Chairman referred to the media strategy
being developed.

Jennifer Lee-DeLaurentis
11 June 1997



STUDY ON PRACTICAL MEASURES TO ENHANCE
THE SECRETARY-GENERAL'S EFFECTIVENESS IN FULFILLING

HIS MANDATES IN THE FIELD OF PEACE AND SECURITY

Presentation to the Steering Committee on UN Reform
6 June 1997

1. Recapitulate mandate. Own experience, academic publication, lessons learnt exercises.
Particular attention to 7 operations and 6 issues: preventive capacity; incentives to accept third
party mediation; interested govts' involvement in preparation of pkos; criteria for choice of MNF
v. PKF; admin & log support/financing/quick deployment. These were not however to limit scope
of study.

2. Main elements in my approach:

(a) prevention, management and resolution of conflicts requires more attention to
underlying causes and therefore longer term programmes; not just cf, trad'l pckpg,
neg'n of peace settlement, multifunctional pckpg, go home;

(b) this means better planned and better integrated approach by UN system as a whole,
not forgetting reg orgs and NGO's;

(c) long-term prevention and cure of root causes is intrusive and therefore difficult
politically; but UNDP's "good governance" mandate has crossed the frontier
between developmental and political, and UNDP's field experience and network of
field offices are an asset we can use;

\ w*t^n Secretariat, as at presently structured, there are four units which have lead
resP°nsmilities in policy-making and, to varying degrees, in op activities in the
field: DPA, DPKO, DHA, CHR. They should have"equal access"to a set of

-$& S<J tj Oyjmt V icommon services, including information from the field. EWS, field admin, 24-hour
\ duty room, LLU, possibly dedicated PI unit;

W~\
(e) UNDP and UNHCR shd be closely involved in the formulation and execution of

policy in this field.

3. Main recommendations:

Collection & Analysis of Info and Triage
- joint EWS, on the lines of HEWS, with small group of analysts drawn from the 4 Depts.
They would produce morning mefing note for Secretary-General;
- preparation of rec'ns to Secretary-General on UN initiatives shd be more systematically
prepared.



Diplomatic Action
- detailed recommendations on the organization and conduct of peacemaking and, in
particular, on a more systematic procedure for the selection of SRSG's.

Military Action
- recommendations on conditions which should be fulfilled before Secretary-General

recommends establishment of a peacekeeping operation.
- circs in which Secretary-General shd recommend aMNF: PKF shd be option of choice;

but MNFshould be chosen: for enforcement; when MS want a PKF but Secretary-
General judges conditions don't exist; on interim basis when UN needs more time;
sometimes for protection of hum'n ops.

Humanitarian Action
- doctrinal issue;
- hum'n protection: UNPROFOR a success in this respect; but can't be sustained for long;

prob better to have a MNF (UNITAF initially a success).

Human Rights Action (inc police and elections)
- doctrinal issue here too;
- clarification of HRFO's relationships with SRSG and HCHR;
- strengthening of HC's representation in NY and transfer there of unit responsible for

managing HR field missions;
- prob something about EPTF situation;
- redefinition of role of BAD; guardian of policy, source of advice to govts, but leave

impl'n to UNDP, which shd prob absorb small electoral unit in DDSMS.

(Following chapters not yet written)
Economic & Social Action
- pcpb: need to engage rest of system in pcpb in countries where Secretary-General has

political/military mandate. No new machinery but DPA to be appointed by Secretary-
General to perform this function.

Relations with Other Actors
- reg orgs: have to do it (SecCo and General Assembly favour it) but take care. Contrast

Liberia and Georgia;
- Member States to participate in planning of peacekeeping operation's; v. difficult;
- NGO's: valuable implementing partners in hr and hum'n field; but shd we try to get them

to accept that if they are working with UN this means some curbing of their advocacy
role?



Organization at headquarters
-ECPS: is it a strong enough vehicle to carry the common services? Other options?
- possibilities for admin and financial reforms to facilitate rapid deployment;-
- financing of non-pckpg field missions.

Organization in the Field
- large number of detailed recommendations about the organization and conduct of field

missions, drawn mostly from LLU work in DHA and DPKO.




